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A New York Times bestseller!Before the era of superheroes began-before the Batman spread
his wings to protect the innocent and punish the evil-Gotham City's prodigal son, Bruce Wayne,
had been missing for years. But this was exactly the cover of darkness Bruce needed. Patrolling
Gotham's streets in a series of disguises, he began a career as a faceless vigilante.The #1 New
York Times bestselling creative team of Scott Snyder, Greg Capullo, Danny Miki and Rafael
Albuquerque present an astonishing new vision of the Dark Knight's origin-and his first
encounters with the Riddler, the Red Hood, and more-in Batman Vol. 4: Year Zero-Secret City.
Collects issues #21-24.

Praise for Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo's BATMAN:"This is a book you need to read. Whether
you're a fan of comics or not."—Huffington Post"One of the best Batman runs in the history of
the character."—IGN"A+. The hero's got personality (and is unafraid to release a quip as sharp
as a Batarang), a horde of supervillains, gumption to spare and a whole host of high-tech
gadgetry to suitably impress longtime fans and those new to the Dark Knight."—USA
Today"Brilliant. This is a modernization of Silver Age optimism replacing camp with today's
dialogue expectations of introspection and smart wit. Pure comic gold."—Ain't it Cool
NewsAbout the AuthorScott Snyder is one of comics' best young writers. His current works
include Batman, Batman: Eternal Superman Unchained, American Vampire and Swamp Thing.
He has also been published in Zoetrope, Tin House, One-Story, Epoch, Small Spiral Notebook,
and other journals, and has a short story collection, Voodoo Heart, which was published by Dial
Press. He teaches at Columbia University and Sarah Lawrence University and lives in New York
with his wife, Jeanie, and his son, Jack Presley.
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Anarchy in the US, “Batman Begins. After making a huge success in the New 52 with Batman,
writer Scott Snyder and artist Greg Cappullo are comics dynamic duo with modern day readers
for the Caped Crusader. So far Snyder has focused on Gotham's underbelly by making the
Court of Owls story and Jokers connection to Batman. But now Snyder and Capullo are turning
back the clock in Batman's origins by treading familiar ground, but want to do it a little differently
the New 52. And seeing how we already have most revered Batman origin in current memory by
Frank Miller, Batman: Year One, it seems a little dubious and odd for Snyder to want to tread
ground most people are familiar with in comics and multi-media (thanks to Chris Nolan's Batman
Begins). But what is old is new again, as Snyder and Capullo still make familiar ground
enjoyable with little differences here and there.BATMAN VOL.4: ZERO YEAR - SECRET CITY
collects issues #21-23 with backup stories, issue 24 is double-sized, and BATMAN #21
DIRECTORS CUT script. ZERO YEAR is divided into three chapters: Secret City (where volume
4 takes place), Dark City, and Savage City (which volume 5 appears to have both
chapters).******Side Note********(Amazon has the wrong solicitation. It does not include issue
#0 and Batman Annual #2).Taking place 6 years ago from the start of the New 52, Bruce Wayne
has returned to Gotham City after all his years training across the globe and has started his war
on crime, yet he is unsure of how to accomplish this just yet. He faces a powerful gang leader
called the Red Hood as they have been terrorizing Gotham slowly overtaking it and stealing
numerous commodities. Bruce is trying numerous methods to combat the Red Hood gang with
disguises, hi-tech equipment, and personal insight from Alfred (who doesn't approve of Bruce's
methods or career choice of fighting crime like this) and nothing is working. All the while trying
to keep his own identity secret from the public that Bruce Wayne has returned to Gotham (the
city thinks he is dead), including his uncle Philip Kane, who is in charge of Wayne Corporation,
and Philips trusted advisor, Edward Nigma. Bruce see's this war of his is not going to be as
straightforward and easy as he thought it was. He needs to be something more. He needs to be
a symbol for the city...Aside from the general description, I will not give any spoilers as what
happens. I will say this: it's still an pretty well paced story with action, character building, and the
inevitable moment where Bruce finally dons the cape and cowl that Snyder takes the trotted
route we all know and love about Bruce and takes the differences done by Miller and makes
aspects fans feel familiar, yet different enough. For new fans who never read Year One, this will
be stunning spectacle to see before you. It feels like Chris Nolans Batman Begins/Tim Burton's
89'Batman rolled up together with numerous little winks and nods to past Batman lore since his
creation. I can hear Hans Zimmer score of "Molossus" during the reading especially issue #24,
the double-sized issue where Bruce Wayne finally dons the costume and makes for a thrilling
climax.Miller's Year One was all about Batman slowly getting adjusted to Gotham and fighting
crime, he was slow and methodical, the Batman/Alfred angle was already established, Batman
fought only at night, using more hand-to-hand fighting, more inter-dialoguing on Bruce's



thoughts, and fighting traditional thugs and corrupt cops to the climax. Snyder on the other hand
builds a similar narrative but hits different beats to get there. This is about Bruce Wayne running
around Gotham wearing disguise of other criminals to blend in, he's angry and impatient, Bruce
and Alfred have friction over how to fight crime, Bruce fights in broad daylight, he uses more hi-
tech equipment, his thoughts and actions show through with the characters he talks to, and he is
fighting the Red Hood Gang. This is enough little differences to make a fun and unique read
where even if you know how and why Bruce becomes the Dark Knight, it still is an engaging read
none the less.The further differences is Red Hood, (who most fans already know who he is, or,
what he becomes) a genius with a sense of chaos and anonymity that make for a great
character study, especially since fans already know his ultimate fate to what's to come,
especially since Snyder left some little nods in his last arc from "Death of the Family". The
inclusion of an old character Philip Kane as Wayne Corp figurehead adds more emotion and
reasoning for Bruce Wayne the character that is needed. And my personal favorite Bat-villain,
The Riddler, AKA Edward Nigma, before he ever became the living question mark, gets his time
to shine as boarding force of intelligent nature that plays a low key in this volume but it's played
perfectly. Not too many writers can actually write Nigma as the intellectual genius he is, and
Snyder nails it. Nigma only plays a smart part in this volume, but he'll definitely play a much
bigger role in the next arcs.Additionally, the backup stories tell of Bruce Wayne during his time
across the globe training. These stories are not necessary, but enjoyable. Seeing how he
learned to drive a vehicle and learn to lose his chasers, to trying to escape for his life in a cube,
to fighting hordes of men without resorting to killing are enjoyable. These stories are co-written
by Snyder and James Tynion IV.Where would the power of Snyder's scripts be without the work
of Greg Capullo. The man sells a great deal of returning to Batman's origins and yet makes for a
cinematic feel that, again, feels like I'm watching Chris Nolan's Batman Begins. The pages riffed
with little winks and nods to previous Batman lore, whole page spreads of showcasing a cleaned
up Gotham, to Nygma's elaborate lair, to a whole reenactment of Detective Comics #27, to an
ode to Frank Miller, and again, the Batman films. There is some gorgeous art and I have no
problem with this. While American Vampire artist Rafael Albuquerque does the backup stories
wonderfully.All the while, we get the script to issue #21 in the back of the book.Now although I
enjoyed this book and the Snyder/Capullo team, I'm not giving this a perfect 5 star rating. It's a 4
½ score, but let me inform you why. As I mentioned before, new fans who may not have ever
picked up a Batman comic before, or ever really knew his origins before, or never read Frank
Millers Year One will love this. But...for those who know their Batman and have read about it
enough, the obvious is still here: it's an origin story. In fact, part 1 of 3 of an origin story. Nothing
against it, but as much I enjoyed it, this is still covering old ground just in some different ways. If
you're one of those guys burnt out on origin stories, you might not be balled over by this. After
what Snyder has done with Court of Owls and Death of the Family, you might not like the idea of
going back to an origin tale where you want to see the creative team go somewhere
new.Secondly, and this will sound weird, is the debate of not including #0 issue. This is a weird



complaint, but here it is. #0 is/was a teaser of sorts for fans to enticing them for ZERO YEAR.
You see it has a part in the story that the city already knows Bruce Wayne is in town and a
different reenactment of a select scene in issue #22, collected in this volume. It doesn't
necessarily match up with this volume, which explains why is wasn't collected. But here is the
kicker: #0 issue still has a story of Red Hood that is quite good, explains more of Bruce's
thoughts on Gotham, more Bruce/Alfred conflict talking, show more gadgets, and sets the tone
and plot with Lieutenant Gordon. So although it does have some parts that might not have
melded well with volume 4, a good deal of #0 is still pretty important and bolds well with parts of
Secret City storyline. I'm sure DC will include it somewhere in the future in some odd-ball trade,
and it makes sense, but I just cannot feel like DC could of edited parts of #0 and included them
into this trade to fill out the book a little better. Seeing as this trade only has 3 issues, issue 24
being double-sized, and the backups make a tad overpriced (again, just a tad).So, BATMAN
VOL.4: ZERO YEAR - SECRET CITY prove Snyder and Capullo have shown they are one of the
best creative teams in the industry for a reason. Even being so bold as to retreading old ground,
the duo have managed to find some new nuggets for olds fans to gobble up. An enjoyable read,
fantastic art, and good backups make for another great collection from Snyder and Capullo.
Even though it's obvious trait is that it's an origin tale that has been done too many times before
and the questionable debate about the reasoning/exclusion of #0. It's a great, but familiar ride.
A 4 ½ star review round down to 4 stars. I want to see where this all ends up in the conclusion of
ZERO YEAR, 
  
Batman Vol. 5: Zero Year-Dark City (Batman: the New 52)”

jude pean, “Amazing. Great Story”

BOBdotEXE, “Not just another origins story!. So first off, I did have some issues with this
book,But as they are all subjective arguments, that did not decrease my overall enjoyment of the
story,I will keep it with a 5/5 instead of the 4/5 I was originally planning on giving it.(****Quick
sidenote, this dose NOT include 'batman #0'or 'batman annual #2' ***)Overall I really like this
retelling of batman for the new 52, the writing is far better then the mess that was 'batman: earth
one'.Scott Snyder takes his dynamic writing, and fresh originally to highs not seen in most
batman origin tales.And it's a much lighter toned story then the other, and a nice relief from the
extreme darkness of the 'Death of the family' arch .--The Good:---We get to see the story start
out with some of Bruce Wayne's Pre-batman exploits, I'm not going to post any spoilers, but
from the first few pages, you see a angry, arrogant, slightly childish Bruce take on a gang and
save people.And through the story, you see the character change into the man that serves as
host for batman (in a sense.)-The story dose a good job of showing the different stages of the
process, in large contrast to the binary system we see in other hero, (and even some bataman)
origin stories, were they go from just average joe, to self sacrificing hero in the matter of a few



panels.-Overall the artwork is very good, great color contrast, and good lighting, character faces
are very expressive, and you can almost read their minds buy just looking at their faces in some
panels-The action is in good moderation,it dose not feel like one of those, "sit back and watch
batman beat people up stories"the fights have propose to the story, and are shown very well.-
Very engaging story,once you start reading, you will constantly be wanting to know what
happens next.--The Bad---The pacing,if you've read any of my other Scott Snyder batman
reviews, you'll know this is an issue for me,The way this book, is set up, and the way the issues
are arranged, is much better then some of his other works.but, after a pretty big event in the
story, you see you have quite a few pages left, and expect some sort of clarification,but instead
you get flashbacks, and the rest of that even will be continued later.As someone who reads the
Volumes (collected works) instead of the issues, that means I'll have to wait 5 months for a
conclusion to a story that instead of just cutting off at the Major event, just kinda put it on the
back-burner for some back story.(in my opinion) it would have been better to move the
flashbacks from the end of the book, closer to the beginning,as they would flow better with the
Bruce to batman conversion.-Some of the dialogAgain, very subjective, but I felt some of the
dialog did not fit the characters, and situations, even Scott Snyder's interpretation of them. they
have a few references to other batman material, even one to the 60's tv show, that I feel really
dose not fit with the situation it's shown in.Some other dialog is thrown in for dramatic effect, that
seems a little to thought out to be something said in a quick moment,and other line kinda feel a
bit cheesy.-There were a few other minor idea's and parts I did really feel worked, or fit with the
story,very minor things I can't really discuss without spoiling, but they were few and far
between,and did not affect my over all enjoyment, but when you read them, you'll be
like..."um...alright.. moving on.."--Conclusion--I over all really enjoyed this story,the minor
complaints were really minor, and for the first time, I may actually pick up the issues of 'new 52
Batman' so I can find out the outcome without having to wait for volume #5!It's a fresh new look
on the origins of batman, and Scott Snyder seems fully aware that people have become tired of
the constant retelling of batman's origins, and so he crafts a new kind of story, something that
set's it's self apart from the 'batman begins' the 'year ones' and the 'earth ones' he makes a
'Bruce Wayne begins' story, the transformation of the Man and the Myth.”

Rad Astronaut, “Great new take on the story. There’s been a few times that they’ve done a soft
reboot of Batman (Year One, Zero Year and Earth One).All are great in their own right, and I
didn’t expect I’d like this as much as Earth One, but I do! It’s a great retelling of the origin and
very fun read. The writing is excellent and the art is great.Also, parts of the new THE BATMAN
movie story were inspired from the Zero Year storyline.”

Parker, “Basically the origin story. The comic was very good it was basically the new 52 early
days for Batman, the only thing I don’t understand is why it’s in volume 4 is all it would make
more sense for volume 4 to be court of owls and volume 1 to be zero year but comics gotta



comic I guess”

Eoin O' Reilly, “An unnecessary but surprisingly relevant origin story.. Zero Year is the
continuation of Scott Snyder and Greg Capullo's excellent Batman run after Death of the Family,
though it should be noted that the story is out of sequence and in fact takes place several years
before Death of the Family. The creative team were burdened here with the unenviable task of
retelling the origin of the Dark Knight. Well, kind of. There are some formalities that need to be
addressed with any superhero origin story, but the impression Zero Year leaves is that Snyder
wanted to retread as little ground as possible.The overall arc is delivered in three smaller arcs,
this volume containing the first while volume 5 contains the other two (it's probably worth buying
both together, since neither tells a full story on its own). In Secret City we see the Batman
identity take shape, as well as the origins of some of the most notable members of Batman's
rogue's gallery. The writing is at its best when Snyder is putting his own spin on well-established
lore and, as ever, Capullo's art is gorgeous and kinetic.Where the book falters is in retelling
events we've seen several times already, between other comics, movies and animation. The
book inevitably measures up as second best to Frank Miller's groundbreaking Year One, which
still functions as a perfectly fitting origin story for Batman as we know him today. It's for this
reason I referred to writing another origin for Batman as an unenviable task above. Due to the
nature of comics, the details can't be changed too much while not changing them at all would be
a waste of ink. The reality is that a new origin story was just not needed.However, Snyder and
Capullo should be given full credit for delivering a story that is still engaging despite those
disadvantages. In fact, it's remarkable just how relevant the arc is, given the context. I would
easily recommended it to any Batman fans, especially those who have enjoyed Snyder and
Capullos' run so far, and it's worth the asking price for more casual readers too. If you're looking
for Batman's origin, read Year One by Frank Miller first, but for a good stripped-down Batman
story, you can't go wrong with Zero Year.”

AdamJBurke, “Was a bit worried from other reviews but this is great!. A read a few long winded
reviews that basically explained the entire book before I even got my hands on this and to be
honest I was a little anxious. When I finally got my hands on this I decided to dive in and what do
you know it's fantastic. It's definitely different than the last few volumes but in a good way. I like to
think about TPB's in a collection as courses in a meal and I don't want the same course being
served up time after time. We had the amazing Court of Owls story. Then the Joker came back
which was great now time for something new. With flavours of "Batman Earth One" and a taste of
vigilantism this volume is a refreshing sorbet that helps us move on in this collection. I'mNot
going to go into to much detail but be rest assured it is a great read and will keep you interested
and involved in this fantastic batman story from Scott Synder and Greg Capullo (amongst
others).”



Samuel J. R. Cripps, “Very good. I am an avid Batman reader and very critical of what
constitutes "worthy art". I spent year avoiding this comic (in spite on my absolute joy reading the
court of owls story arc) as I did not even want to engage a replacement of the Batman origin that
was set up in Year One.Finally i decided to give Zero Year a go. I was not disappointed. The
story, as stated in the end page commentary, was by no mean a replacement of Year One (which
would be impossible for any writer) but a re-exploration of Batmans Origins. Snyder took the
opposite spin to Year One in almost every aspect, and that alone is respectful.Zero Year was
bright, exciting and futuristic. The art was fantastic (with only one panel a little iffy). It was maybe
a little wordy, but that can be forgiven as the dialogue was by no means poor quality. Overall
Zero Year was a fine Batman Comic that fit the description and did not attempt to do something
it couldnt (i.e. replace Year One).Definitley a recommended comic, but u should read the stories
in order of publishing in my opinion.”

Mr. J. Emblen, “Refreshing take on the Origins of Batman!. Zero Year - Secret City gives us a
new take on Bruce Waynes early forays into crime fighting - one of the lesser covered parts of
Bat lore - and the origins of The Joker.What’s refreshing about this and all Zero Year is how we
see Bruce making mistakes as he becomes Batman, a nice contrast to the experienced and
super-prepped Dark Knight we know.”

Stephen, “Perfect gift. Bought this as a Christmas present for my friend in France. He is reading
this series in order. And he loved it. He can't wait for Volume 5”

The book by Scott Snyder has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,614 people have provided feedback.
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